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Abstract— Privacy preserving is a very popular technique 

because it permits sharing of privacy sensitive data for 

analysis purposes. So many privacy preserving techniques 

have already been studied. Existing techniques of privacy 

preserving data mining are used for static databases which 

are not suitable for data streams. Now a days, data streams 

which are new concept of data and which are different from 

the static data [1]. Here, if the data changes, then there is 

necessary to rescan the database. so, it takes more 

computation time and it has inability to respond the user. If 

data transformation is used then data accuracy is decreases. 

So, here necessary to develop system which preserve the 

privacy with accuracy. So, here privacy preserving data 

stream mining is an important issue.                     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data Mining [2] refers to extracting or “mining” knowledge 

from large amounts of data. Data mining is the process of 

discovering interesting knowledge from large amounts of 

data stored either in databases, data warehouses, or other 

information repositories. By processing data mining, 

interesting knowledge and high-level information can be 

extracted from database and examined from different angles. 

These discovered knowledge that can be applied to decision 

making, process control, information management.Data 

mining is one of the most important frontiers in the database 

systems. 

             Privacy information has been used in different fields 

like patient information, customer information and personal 

background information. etc .If the information is leaked, it 

will be very harmful. Security against unauthorized access 

has been an important aim of database security research 

community and government agencies. solutions of these 

problems are required to combine techniques and 

mechanisms. 

            Clustering is very important approach in engineering 

Clustering is a very important area in many fields like data 

mining. this problem can be used in many ways such as 

machine learning, pattern recognition optimization and 

statistics[1]. The main problem of clustering is to grouping 

data items which are similar to each other. Clustering has 

been used in many applications like customer behavior 

analysis, targeted marketing, forensics and bioinformatics. 

The main objective of privacy preserving data mining is to 

develop the most important algorithms for modifying the 

original data and made the  private data and private 

knowledge remain private then after the mining process. 

Now –a-days, the problem of PPDM become very famous 

because of the increasing ability to store our personal data 

about users and the increasing spread of data mining 

algorithm that provide more benefit of  this information. So 

many techniques like classification, k-anonymity, 

association rule mining, clustering have been used in recent 

years to perform privacy preserving data mining. This 

problem has been explained in database community, the 

statistical disclosure control community and cryptography 

community. Data mining techniques have been used  to 

extracts knowledge and to support a variety of domains 

marketing, weather forecasting, medical diagnosis and 

national security. There are two levels of privacy preserving 

data mining. First level is the protection of sensitive data, 

such as name, id number, address, age and other sensitive 

data. . The second level which is knows as knowledge 

hiding in database, is the protection of sensitive knowledge 

that is showed by data mining. 

There are three types of data perturbation 

techniques Rotation Perturbation technique, Geometric data 

perturbation technique and Random Projection Data 

Perturbation technique. 

 

II. RANDOM PROJECTION PERTURBATION 

Random Projection data Perturbation explores the 

possibility of using multiplicative random projection 

matrices for privacy preserving distributed data mining. It 

specifically considers the problem of computing statistical 

aggregates like the inner product matrix, correlation 

coefficient matrix, and Euclidean distance matrix from 

distributed privacy sensitive data possibly owned by 

multiple parties[3]. This class of problems is directly related 

to many other data-mining problems such as clustering, 

principal component analysis, and classification. It makes 

primary contributions on two different grounds. First, it 

explores Independent Component Analysis as a possible tool 

for breaching privacy in deterministic multiplicative 

perturbation-based models such as random orthogonal 

transformation and random rotation. Then, it proposes an 

approximate random projection-based technique to improve 

the level of privacy protection while still preserving certain 

statistical characteristics of the data[3]. An extensive 

theoretical analysis and experimental results. Experiments 

demonstrate that the proposed technique is effective and can 

be successfully used for different types of privacy 

preserving data mining application.  
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Principal component analysis (PCA) is a 

fundamental tool in unsupervised learning and data analysis 

that finds the low-dimensional linear subspace that 

minimizes the mean squared error between the original data 

and the data projected onto the subspace[4]. The principal 

components (PCs) can be obtained by a singular value 

decomposition (SVD) of the data matrix or eigen 

decomposition of the data’s covariance matrix. PCA is 

frequently used for dimensionality reduction, feature 

extraction, and as a pre-processing step for learning and 

recognition tasks such as classification. 

Moreover, in applications such as sensor networks, 

distributed databases, and surveillance, data is typically 

distributed over many sensors. Accessing all the data at once 

requires tremendous communication costs between the 

sensors and a central processing unit. Algorithms that don’t 

require access to all the data can help reduce this 

communication cost[5]. A third case is streaming data, 

where one must acquire and store the data in real time to 

have full access, which may not be feasible. One promising 

strategy to address these issues in a computationally 

efficient way, which also allows for rigorous theoretical 

analysis, is to use very sparse random projections. Random 

projections provide informative lower dimensional 

representations of high-dimensional data, thereby saving 

memory and computation. They are widely used in many 

applications, including databases and data stream 

processing[6]  and compressive sensing[7]. 

                These random projections can be implemented 

using simple database operations. For example, this type of 

random projection can be obtained by simply adding two 

small subsets of the entries of a data sample and then 

subtracting the results. They thus require little computation 

or data access. For distributed data, this type of sparse 

Bernoulli projection could be obtained via localized 

aggregation in the network requiring minimal 

communication In short, very sparse random projections are 

or could potentially be extremely practical for a variety of 

situations. Our theoretical analysis begins by assuming a 

probabilistic. 

PCA is a mathematical tool which is applied to 

linear algebra. It is a simple, non-parametric method of 

extracting relevant information from confusing datasets. It 

provides a roadmap for how to reduce a complex dataset to a 

lower dimension. Efficient PCA via random Projection is a 

fundamental approach for data analysis. It is very useful for 

data analysis. It minimizes the error between the original 

data and the data which are Projected. PCA uses only the 

information embedded in random projections. PCA provides 

high accuracy. This approach could be valuable for various 

important modern data processing applications such as 

massive databases, distributed networks, and high 

dimensional data stream processing. This approach useful 

with large reduction of both memory and computation 

without sacrifing accuracy. 

             PCA is frequently used for dimensionality 

reduction, feature extraction, and as a pre-processing step 

for learning and recognition tasks such as classification[8].I 

don’t assume that memory/data access is not a concern, but 

at the same time, we also don’t assume the extremely 

restrictive setting where one-sample-at-a-time real time PC 

updates are required. Instead, we aim to reduce both 

memory and computation simultaneously for PCA across a 

broad class of big data settings, e.g. for enormous databases 

where loading into local memory may be difficult or costly, 

for streaming data when PC estimates do not have to be real-

time, or for distributed data. We also aim to provide tunable 

tradeoffs for the amount of accuracy that will be sacrificed 

for each given reduction in memory/computation, in order to 

aid in choosing a desired balance point between these 

algorithms are developed.  

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

As the perturbed data goes public, the level of effectiveness 

is solely determined by the additional knowledge the 

attacker may have.  

Privacy-Preserving Applications corresponds to 

designing data management and mining algorithms in such a 

way that the privacy remains preserved. Since the perturbed 

data may often be used for mining and management 

purposes, its utility needs to be preserved. Therefore, the 

data mining and privacy transformation techniques need to 

be designed effectively, so to preserve the utility of the 

results. 

Distributed Privacy, cryptography and adversarial 

collaboration corresponds to secure communication 

protocols between trusted parties, so that information can be 

shared effectively without revealing sensitive information 

about particular parties. 

Our main goal is to preserve privacy in Random 

Projection Data Perturbation with 

- Less data losses. 

- Improves  the level of privacy. 

- More privacy gain. 

- Reduces both memory and computation. 

- Maintain the accuracy. 

Motivated by the privacy concerns on data mining 

tools, a research area called privacy-preserving data mining. 

The initial idea of it was to extend traditional data mining 

techniques to work with the data modified to mask sensitive 

information. The key issues were how to modify the data 

and how to recover the data mining result from the modified 

data. The solutions were often tightly coupled with the data 

mining algorithms under consideration.[9] 

The goal is to transform a given data set D into 

modified version D’ that satisfies a given privacy 

requirement and preserves as much information as possible 

for the intended data analysis task. We can compare the 

classification characteristics in terms of less information 

loss, response time, and more privacy gain so get better 

accuracy of different data algorithms. 
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                       Fig. 3.1: Proposed Framework 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Here sliding window size (w) is used, and series of 

experiments are performed and at last evaluate the clustering 

accuracy. After the perturbation of dataset our evaluation 

approach is applied on the generated clusters. 

Experiments which was based on the following steps: 

1) Setup each dataset as a stream in a MOA framework. 

2) For evaluating measures and cluster membership 

matrix define the sliding window over the data 

stream. 

3) By applying the proposed data perturbation technique 

to modify all instances in sliding window. Our 

proposed data perturbation technique is used to 

protect the sensitive attribute value. 

4) For finding the clusters for our performance 

evaluation, K-mean clustering algorithm is used. Our 

selection has two different criterias: (a) K - mean is 

one type of clustering algorithm which was already 

existing in a MOA framework (b)  Number of the 

clusters are obtained from the original and perturbed 

dataset and used as a number of clusters. 

Now, comparing the perturbed dataset’s clusters with 

the original dataset’s clusters. Here, F-measure is used to 

show the quality of the generated clusters. 

when we protect the sensitive data experiments 

performed to measure accuracy. here, two different 

evaluation measures are used: (1) F1-P(precision) and (2) 

F1-R(recall). These two evaluation parameters are used to 

measure the accuracy while protecting the original and 

perturbed sensitive data. and also showing the graph for 

these two evaluation measures. 

Original Data set 

clustering 

Data clustering on  dataset after 

data perturbation on sensitive 

attribute(Age,Time_Duration) 

(All Classes) No. Of Correctly clustered 

instances 

Clusters 

No. 

instances 

in each 

Cluster 

Age Time_Duration 

C1 5681 5239 5315 

C2 14131 11348 13275 
C3 10188 8195 8878 

Total 30000 24782 27468 

Result Accuracy 

(%) 82.60 91.56 

Table 1: Membership Matrix for Basketball Dataset 

(w=3000 and k=3) 

Original Data set 

clustering 

Data clustering on  dataset after 

data perturbation on sensitive 

attribute(Age,Time_Duration) 

(All Classes) No. Of Correctly clustered 

instances 

Clusters 

No. 

instances 

cover  in 

each 

Cluster 

Age Time_Duration 

C1 4112 3129 4007 
C2 7790 6793 7684 
C3 8407 8305 8308 
C4 2730 2001 2649 
C5 4961 3212 3569 

Total 28000 23441 26216 

Result Accuracy 

(%) 83.71 93.62 

Table 2: Membership Matrix for Basketball Dataset 

(w=2000 and k=5) 

OriginalData set 

clustering 

Data clustering on  dataset after 

data perturbation on sensitive 

attribute(Time_Duration, 

Duration) 

(All Classes) 
No. Of Correctly clustered 

instances 

Clusters 

No. 

instances 

cover  in 

each 

Cluster 

Age Time_Duration 

C1 1216 1147 1201 

C2 25746 23774 25607 

C3 1038 956 1029 
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Total 28000 25877 27837 

Result 
Accuracy 

(%) 
92.41 99.41 

Table 3: Membership Matrix for Basketball Dataset 

(w=2000 and k=3) 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: Accuracy on attribute Time_Duration in Basketball 

dataset (w=3000 and k=3)        

 

 
Fig. 2: Accuracy on attribute Time_Duration in Basketball 

dataset (w=2000 and k=3) 

 
 

 
Fig. 3: Accuracy on attribute Age in Basketball dataset 

(w=2000 and k=5) 
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Fig. 4: Accuracy on attribute Age in Basketball dataset 

(w=3000 and k=3) 

 
 

 
Fig. 5: Accuracy on attribute Age in Basketball dataset 

(w=2000 and k=3) 

 

 
Fig. 6: Accuracy in attribute Age in Basketball dataset 

(w=2000 and k=5) 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed method has been implemented in java and 

evaluated using MOA framework by using windows 7 

operating system. The proposed method is used to hide the 

valuable information while it using by the publicly 

accessible place such as  internet. An accuracy is obtained 

for the modified and the true dataset. The perturbed 

attributes accuracy is almost equal to the original attributes. 
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